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Photographer: KERI DOWN
Country: USA
This photo I have chosen maybe has more of an analogy
attached to it rather than being a great shot. My life
changed 5 months ago when my sister passed away
suddenly. I have not had the time, the inclination or the
inspiration to pick up my camera. I gave it a go for the
last challenge but didn't upload anything so I thought I
would use the picture for this challenge instead. You are
an inspiring bunch. I have been reading all of your
comments and have reflected on why I joined BootCamp
in the first place. Which is community, kindness, and
such encouragement. I chose this picture because for me
it represents the turmoil you might feel when life is
tough (blurred lines and a little darkness) however the
light that is ever present in that life allows beauty to be
seen, to be enjoyed, to be cherished.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
WELCOME TO ISSUE 22 OF
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!
It's that time of year to look back and reflect on what
we've learned and think about what we want to learn
and move toward for the next year.
Photography means a lot of different things to each of
us. The more we get out and photograph, the more we
learn and grow.
Reflecting back on the lessons we've learned in our
photography and also in our lives is a good way to
remind us of where we were, where we are now and
where we want to go.

Brent Mail

BootCamp members have graciously shared the lessons
they've learned this past year, check them out in this
issue.

LESSONS
LEARNED

L ESSONS L EA RNED

"Sometimes, you have to look back
in order to understand the
things that lie ahead."
~Yvonne Woon

L ESSONS L EA RNED

What can reflecting on lessons learned do for us?
When we take a look back at what we've learned it can help us to think differently, challenge us and make a
positive impact on how we move forward. It can connect us, allow us to learn something new and learn
from each other.
Looking back at the past year
Think about your photography (and your life) in the last 12 months. Did you have any big a- ha moments?
Was there something that finally clicked in your technique? Did something very small happen that made a
big impact? Perhaps there was an image you created that you really enjoyed, that conveyed the feelings you
had when you shot it. Was there something you realized about your creativity or creativity in general?

L ESSONS L EA RNED

Lessons learned in life and photography
Maybe you learned a huge life lesson, something that will change how you move forward in your life. Have
you met and connected with other photographers in person this past year? Developed new friendships? Did
you realize you can make your life easier by renting equipment? Maybe you memorized Brent's shutter
speed rule (double focal length of lens and that's your shutter speed - 600mm - 1/ 1200) and that made
your photography better. Perhaps the lessons you learned when you look back don't have anything to do
with photography.

L ESSONS L EA RNED

What does the coming year bring, what have you learned from the lessons of the last 12 months?
Challenges are a part of life, we all experience them and learning from them is one way to grow and move
forward. Take what you've learned and apply it to the next year. Create more meaningful and deeper
relationships, be more authentic, slow down and take time to just be. Step away from technology every now
and then. Be open to new experiences. Think and be inquisitive like a child.
Create new and positive routines such as journaling, exercising, meditating or making the time to take the
camera out on a regular basis. Be positive. Period. We all impact each other, make your impact positive.
Treat yourself the same and pay attention to how you talk to yourself.
SMILE!
In the end, whatever is happening is temporary, remember that. This too shall pass.
Make sure to celebrate the wins no matter how big or small and celebrate life.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.0 1/ 10sec ISO100

"Lessons Learned "has been terrific as it has
made me reflect on my time in Bootcamp and all
the things I have learned. I joined in the hope to
get off AUTO and to learn how to take a "good"
photo, not unlike many other members.
However it has been so much more. I love the
community and how everyone is so positive and
honest and how as various members who are
going through personal turmoil have been
supported by the group. I really didn't know
much about photography itself when I joined eg
leading lines, composition, light, complementary
colours etc so it has been a huge learning curve.
But for me there has been even more. I used to
be one of those people who didn't really like a lot
of post processing as i wanted the photo to be
"real". Well, all that has changed and I now see
photography truly as an art form and not just
for capturing an image and I absolutely loved
the ICM challenge, it was so much fun. Thank
you Brent for all your support and hard work
with the group and I hope 2020 is a better year
for you and your family. Also thank you to all
BootCamp members for your support and
encouragement since I joined.

Feedback: TESSA BLEWCHAMP
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
I love the colours in this and the silky
lines the movement has created. You've
got a lovely smooth and straight vertical
movement - well done.

Photographer: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Sony A77II
f/ 2.8 1/ 8sec ISO1600 | 16mm

I wish everyone happiness & peace over the
Christmas/ New Year holiday period & look
forward to 2020, My last pic for the year is in a
tunnel in New Zealand that is 1.3 klms though
the mountain & a long walk, I walked into the
opening & saw the perfect shot so here it is &
the lesson is to see things differently than
before.

Feedback: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
Peter, I like it. Is is an optical illusion that the
tunnel seems to twist a bit? I love the color and
the detail of the brick.

Photographer: KATHY WOLFE
Country: USA
f/ 10 1/ 640sec ISO3200

This picture I actually took recently. I usually
don't like so much in my pictures, although
when I started processing the pictures I took
before work of the snow stuck with me. I didn't
get any pictures of fall so the mixture of fall
and winter came to mind. This image makes
me feel like you are going into the unknown.
Most of all it has brought me out of my
photography block.

Feedback: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
As others have mentioned I love the leading
lines and overall composition; however, what I
like the most is your capture of the warmer
colors in this winter scene. Usually there is a
blue hue to winterscapes. The touches of gold
from the sunlight hitting the trees complement
the softness of the foliage, make me wish I
could take a stroll through here.

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
Lesson - if you can't find the image in
your mind - create it. This is a
composite created by PS. I had it more
or less in my mind when photographing
the original tree image. The tree was
taken out of its environment to a scene
created using few images. I guess that
the lesson truly learned here is never be
afraid to learn new skills. After I bought
tutorials by few of my favorite
landscape photographers, I learned that
they use similar techniques even so
used less "wildly" than my usage here.

Feedback: ESTHER IGLICH
Country: USA
I love it. The sense of humor here really
makes the composition. From some of
my attempts, it seems like people really
appreciate the thought (and skills) that
go into such a creation. Definitely not a
snapshot to say the least!

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Sony A7
f/ 1.4 1/ 8000sec ISO100 | 24mm

I have been taking pictures of ?Gran Cavallo?for
many years, but last fall I shot with intent to
create an artful image. I go to the Gardens
every year when I visit my sister. Gran Cavallo
is impressive, to say the least, and it has
captivated me. Without knowing the term
?Going Deep? I embraced this practice long ago
because this subject, as well as others that
fascinate me, are always changing how they
present themselves depending on the
atmospheric conditions surrounding them, and
of course how you set up the shot. Although it?s
unlikely that I will ever leave sunny California
for a winter visit, I would love to see this horse
with a full blanket of snow. This is the first time
I have posted this image. The image was
cropped from the photo and developed in
Lightroom drawing on lessons learned in Boot
Camp to emphasize his eye and adjust the light
and shadows for clarity and detail.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Richard, very nice picture. I like the perspective
you used. Very nice B&W with a matching
clouded sky as background. Very dramatic.
Good composition. Well done.

Photographer: DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE
Nikon D7200
f/ 16 30sec ISO100 | 20mm

I went back to the Light- Golden Hour that I
missed during the earlier Bootcamp
Challenge. Picture taken at Flying Fish Cove
on Christmas Island with long exposure to
create a tranquility of the moment.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
I'm a huge fan of long exposure images and this one
stunning Dave. Like how your image has a blue tint
except for around the sun and the reflection makes me feel like it's a cold day. I also like how
there is a sliver of a headland on the left on the
horizon - pointing towards the sun. Great capture.

Photographer: KATHY WOLFE
Country: USA

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM

This was one of my first long exposure images.
It will make you slow down for these images

Kathy, very nice picture with the reflections.
Good use of the foreground and leading lines on
the sides. Good job.

Photographer: TESSA BLEWCHAMP
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
My lesson is a photographic one, from a
Hollywood Lighting workshop I attended in
September and used as inspiration in the
Going Deep challenge. We took turns at 2
minute one- to- one sessions where we
directed the model and created our own
shots using the set- up provided (not much
chance to take one's time thinking about
the shot). The one direction that the tutor
kept giving us was to "fill the frame".
Admittedly, even with portraiture, this
always what you want to do, but it
certainly worked in the studio and I think I
achieve my best shots of the day when I
succeeded, both with close ups and wider
shots. This was my favourite shot of the
day. Cropped slightly and texture softened
slightly in Lightroom and a vintage preset
added. Thanks for a wonderful Bootcamp
year everyone. I hope you have a peaceful
and happy Christmas and that 2020 brings
good things.

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
A portrait to be proud of Tessa. You have
captured her elegance, highlighted by
incredible shadows cast from the hat and
achieved a beautifully blurred background
so there are no distractions. Lovely.

Photographer: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
f/ 2.9 1/ 1600sec ISO160

The rains have returned now and soon it will be as green as
Ireland... if only for a few months. This image brings back
memories of a time long past, when my dad would take my
brother, sister and I out to a green, grassy knoll on a blustery
day to fly kites. I'd lay in the grass, staring up at the colorful
paper kites, with long tails made from torn strips of old bed
sheets knotted together. Carried by the wind ever higher and
higher they appeared to float effortlessly in the sky :)

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Beautiful lush green image Gina and such
great memories of your family. My eye gets
taken down to the yellow flower right in the
middle at the bottom. Thanks for sharing.

Photographer: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
f/ 11 .3sec ISO1600 | 20mm

When looking at my pictures of the past year
sometimes my "good" shots are not necessary my
best shots but I have an emotional binding with
them of the moment. It happens that while
planning to take pictures for a well defined purpose,
I return home with extra other ones "out of the
box". So I am not only breaking photographic rules,
but I am also breaking my own planning. Of course I
have to refocus during the trip, but afterwards it
was worth. The challenge of "breaking the rules"
gave me the confirmation that I can be creative as a
person and a photographer. For this picture I took
some time viewing the building complex to see if
there was an interesting composition to take. Due
to the comments in the different challenges and
also from Brent about taking time without rushing
around I was aware and watching what could be
achieved. As it was already twilight I had to take a
long exposure picture with my tripod and this was
the result.

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Christian, Taking your time to study the subject
really paid off with an outstanding image. I love
how the ladder on an angle breaks the symmetry of
the buildings which appear to mirror each other. I
also love the star bursts ! Well done.

Photographer: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 8 1/ 125sec ISO100

I decided to enter another B&W, processed in
Lightroom, then DxO PhotoLab 3 and Nik
SilverEffects Pro 2. I had never processed a photo
in B&W prior to Bootcamp. My membership has
resulted in a lot of experimentation with some
different photography processing programs and
much learning; so like other members, a huge but
very welcome and fun learning journey. I thank
everyone for your constructive and positive
comments, all so very welcome. I wish everyone a
very blessed Christmas celebration in the joy of
His birth, family love and fun times experimenting
with photography. A huge call out to Brent for his
encouragement and creation of Bootcamp! I look
forward to 2020 and the new challenges.

Feedback: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
Your B&W photo is a refreshing change, and I'm glad
you took up the challenge to move forward. I like how
my eye is drawn to the trail in the sand between the
two bushes on the left. What made those tracks? I
also like how you have captured the contrast in the
sand; b+w helps to bring those out. I am still learning
the basics of Photoshop as well! Keep learning,
growing, and sharing. Happy Holidays!

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 16 .4sec ISO125 | 17mm

Angel Wings - I became hooked on ICM after learning about it , and experimenting during the BootcCamp challenge
#5 "Motion". I realise that it is a very subjective area of photography, but I love it...and that's what's important. I guess
my lesson has been that photography is not always all about representing things as they "actually are", but rather, it
can be as how we want to interpret what we see into how we feel. I have loved the freedom of expression with this
method. This image is for those that have been taken from us prematurely.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
This photo reminds me of the alien "angel" in the movie "Abyss" guiding Ed Harris by
the hand through the tunnel at dizzying speed. Really surreal. Well done Kerrie.

Photographer: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 7 1/ 640sec ISO100 | 45mm

I'm struggling with this challenge. Primarily
with the 'what have I learned' part and
expressing that. I joined BC in order to move
up from just taking "snapshots". I got bogged
down this year and didn't contribute for a few
months. My attitude hasn't been in a healthy
place and I'm working on the reasons for that.
As for my photography, Challenge 14 "Less Is
More", made me realize that I'm really drawn
to minimalism. Earlier this week, I took my
camera with me, on an early morning walk,
with a specific subject in mind. What I posted
is not that subject, but one that I took along
the way. The sky was thick with smoke from
our horrible bushfires and this image just
jumped out at me. Post- processing is
minimal. Because of the flatness in the scene,
created by the smoke, the pier just seems to
be floating in the air. It's actually about 2 feet
up from the water.

Feedback: ESTHER IGLICH
Country: USA
The color of your negative space is soothing..
wonderful atmosphere. Also agree cutting
back on sky much improves the image.

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
This challenge has been really hard, as I have been
working around much resistance. I almost posted the
barbed wire image again, but opted for different one.
It helps me to remember to stop and smell the roses,
enjoy the moment. There is no limit to your potential!
Not sure who said that, but I heard it recently. I believe
it to be true, it is limitless, except for the limits we put
on ourselves. So here's to living up to our potential
this year! On to new challenges! I am so grateful for
the friendship and camaraderie found in BootCamp.
Thank you to Brent for creating it and bringing it to
fruition. I hope you all have a blessed new year.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
I like both versions Sara however the lighter one
does reveal more detail in both the balloon and
foreground which I like. I appreciate your
comments above and say I agree - Here?s to
living up to our potential which truly is limitless!

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: AUSTRALIA
I have recently been inspired by Fine Art Black
and White architecture photos. So this is
something I am learning and hope to perfect over
time. I am learning how to see in 'Black and
White', using the zone system and embracing the
shadows. This is quite different from my usual
offerings but appreciate the tonal separation
involved to create contrast. Anyway, it is a huge
learning curve for me and will take time to
perfect. This is my first photo using my new skills,
and of course, I have broken some rules. BUT that
is how I roll!

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
You certainly got my WOW! Rerro. I love the
nuanced B&W tones you have in the shot, the
sections of white circular structures. So effective

Photographer: AMBER PALLAS- BRUNT
Country: USA
When I saw this challenge I knew right away the lessons I wanted to share. It was choosing the image that was hard. I
had the good fortune to join a wonderful group of people on The Photo BootCamp Safari this year. It was truly a life
changing trip for me. I learned something from each and everyone of them. LR tips and tricks (which has made my post
process so much better) & the value of surrounding yourself with artists from my buddy Eugene. Being in the moment
from Tracy. Age is just a number from Joyce (I hope I am just as fabulous and adventurous in my wiser years). Do what
you want from Karen. If the story isn't yours but still really good; share it 100 times from Bluey (and it's good to wake
up every morning). When you are married to the entertainment give him shit but enjoy the story for the 100th time
from Kim (Bluey's wife, I can relate Kim...lol). To view ALL the birds because they too are just a beautiful from Diana &
Jack. To stop giving myself so much pain because the moment has passed and it's what you do about it now from
Brent. I get emotional now thinking of this wonderful group of friends. You all and Africa had such a profound effect on
my life. Thank you & lots of love! Also, pay attention to your Auto ISO...Oy Vey!

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
The color palette you have chosen fits the
scene and story in this photo. Great
lessons and comments, appreciate you
sharing! Well done.

Photographer: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
f/ 8 1/ 60sec ISO3200 | 144mm

One of the lessons I learned from Bootcamp
was about using a dark background to isolate
your subject and control the environment. This
is another shot of the zinnia with a different
blue smoke formation. Just like water droplet
photography, no two smoke formations are the
same so you get different images every time.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Romy, very nice picture. You succeeded to
isolate the subject from the background. I
wonder how you did it with the smoke. Is there
a hidden 'smoking gun'? Or did you use 2
photos about each other? Good composition.
Very nice colours. Well done.

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
f/ 11 1/ 80sec ISO400 | 24mm
I have learned a great deal from BootCamp over the
past year or more, both from Brent's guidance and also
from all the fabulous submission from the entire
Bootcamp community. Still I had some struggles with
tying the learning meaningfully in with a suitable
image. In the end, for my first entry of this challenge, I
have chosen to focus on "Breaking the Rules". I think
the composition in this photo works even though the
road and the van are pretty much centered. I have also
tried to show that there is beauty in even a desolate
landscape (yes, another scene from Iceland).

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
Nice shot Sig. You successfully emphasize the
emptiness and the feel of an endless land.
The motion of the car vs the stillness of
everything else helps too. Well done.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T URE D BRUCE PATTERSON
IM A G E U SA

Photographer: BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA
Looking back, my favorite lesson was
Breaking the rules. I have a reputation of
being a bit on the edge around my current
neighborhood. So, when I found two
feathers I was inspired to create a
photograph like none other. I had just
purchased a flatbed scanner and that
became my camera. Using the technique of
"scanography", I created the attached photo
and shared it with the group. (See what I did
there? Share Inspire Create.) This process
got me thinking I was not using all of my
camera's abilities. I re- read the manual and
started trying some of the features that
were "new to me".

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
BRUCE PATTERSON | USA
Brent: How did you get started in photography? What
was your inspiration?
Bruce: I became interested in photography back in the
mid seventies and went to a photography school that
was about 18 months long and included all the obvious
things - - - camera usage, studio work, film processing,
field work etc. I then went out and tried to become a
portrait and wedding photographer. Somehow, I managed
to lose money at all of that. I sold most of my equipment
and went to work for an airline. Fast forward to
retirement and I rekindled my interest in photography.
Digital cameras and computer post processing is a new
world to me and I am loving photography even more. I am
finally using my degree in art! Something always
catches my eye and I refuse to return home without
something to show for it.
Brent: What is it you hope to express to your audience
with your photography? What is your strategy for
accomplishing that goal?
Bruce: What I would like to express to my audience is the
beauty of the world and all the places you can find it.
Sometimes it is telephoto and sometimes it is macro. I
use social media to get my work out to my friends. I also
print and gift photos to people that express a liking for
my work.

F E A T URE D BRUCE PATTERSON
A RT IS T U SA

'Bruce's favorite inspirational quote:

"Be the person your dog thinks
you are!"
~ C. J. Frick

F E A T URE D BRUCE PATTERSON
A RT IS T U SA

Brent: If you could travel anywhere in the world specifically to take pictures, where would you go? Why?
Bruce: For some reason I have been seeing a lot of photos from India. Street shots, environmental portraits, and
colorful shops all have peaked my interest. I would like to visit India. The people and places have so much color and
sometimes mystery that I would like to see for myself and photograph it all.
Brent: What inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?
Bruce: As for inspiration, I use photography for getting off my rear end and out moving about. Birds are my favorite
topic and my house is full of them. If I have an assignment I can usually find the necessary photo in my yard or
neighborhood. I return to the same places over and over because the light and details are always different.
Brent: What does photography mean to you?
Bruce: It is all about learning and trying new things. I am currently doing Boot Camp and wish I could post more
shots. I am also going thru iPhone Photo Academy and Digital Camera Mastery on line for refresher courses and
new technique instruction especially with the iPhone. There are a couple of photogs in the neighborhood that I chat
with from time to time. It ALL helps.
Brent: What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?
Bruce: The most challenging photo is the one you chose for the Featured Image. The large feather had a large
number of fire ants in the quill and I suffered numerous bites before they were removed. I was trying to set up the
photo in a makeshift kitchen counter studio when I thought of the scanner. It makes flat photos of flat things so,
Why Not? After several attempts, I got the result I had envisioned. I believe pre- visualizing is a key step in all
creative endeavors. Then it was on to Lightroom to get the perfect background and correct detail in the feathers.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
Such great photos, stories and lessons! I
am grateful for all the teachers in this
group and for the inspiration I get from
each of you and Brent?s BootCamp! I have
found that I enjoy so much more than I
ever thought would interest me which has
opened up a new passion for self
expression through photography. I hope
that 2020 brings each of you many
blessings! This is a macro photo I took of a
bush in my yard during the fall season and
for whatever reason is one of my favorites.
I don?t have my settings as I am traveling.

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Gorgeous! I am always awe struck and
captivated by nature's autumn colours, not
having much change in the colour of foliage
where I live. You have captured the colours and
the focus, and enhanced that with beautiful
use of bokeh. A real winner of a shot Valerie!

Photographer: AMY WHITT
Country: USA
f/ 2.4 1/ 50sec ISO320 | 4.30mm

This assignment took me a minute to think about. I never
thought to think about what I have achieved with my
photography. I had to put aside the regret that I should be
further along my journey. That point is invalid because I have
never set any realistic goals. So I am going to use today as my
starting point. Do you remember the first assignment of Boot
Camp? I do because it reminded me of why I take photos. I am
passionate about wanting to take photos that move people or
document an event. Then it should be no problem to figure out
what niche I should go into. Well there is about 4 I am
passionate about. All I can do is take one niche at a time and
create a portfolio. Being in this group has taught me to slow
down and look at the subject in different ways.The feedback I
have received from the group has been absolutely amazing! I
have realised that I need to be more cautious of my settings
while taking the shot so I don't end up doing a heavy post edit.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Your images rock Amy - but for me the B/ W is
what really grabs my attention and won't let it
go. Love those textures and shapes and lines still trying to figure out what it is - maybe ice?
Thanks for sharing what you've learned this year,
I think we all need to appreciate what you've
learned and achieved instead of where we
'should be' with our photography and with life.

Photographer: CAROL PESEK
Country: USA
A few months ago I listened to a Podcast
series about Creativity and had a revelation.
The topic of this one particular podcast in the
series was Perfectionism and it opened my
mind to the fact that I was using my
declaration that "I am a perfectionist" to
sabotage myself. My using that declaration
was actually, in my mind, setting myself above
all others because I had this need to be
perfect. It was a "good" flaw compared to
something like laziness, procrastination or a
number of "bad" flaws for example. I was
reluctant to submit photos for criticism or
even share with anyone because I felt
inadequate. Being a perfectionist got me off
the hook, I thought, since it was a good
affliction that was impossible to "fix". By the
end of the 15 min podcast I knew I was never
to use that excuse ( and that's all it was") ever
again. I felt terrible. Since then I have looked at
my photos with a whole different mindset and
am ready to submit MY photos as an
expression of where I am in the journey and
take ownership of what I consider to be
beautiful and an expression of my creativity.

Feedback: AMBER PALLAS- BRUNT
Country: USA
Carol I can relate. The funny thing about art is
there is no such thing as perfect. I love this
image. The fact that it isn't perfectly sharp or
in focus is what makes it a great image. It
shows movement and chaos. I also love the
muted B&W. Well done and continue to share.

Photographer: CINDI KISIEL- SMITH
Country: USA
f/ 10 20sec ISO200 | 11mm

In January of this year I decided that I wanted to
focus on my photography - take things to the next
level - get off of auto mode, learn new techniques,
shoot in RAW and post process, etc. I was always in
awe of those photos with the silky smooth water,
but never knew how to execute that for myself.
Although not directly a Bootcamp challenge, it was a
personal challenge and lesson learned for me.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Hi Cindi, really lovely image. Great composition, and
I love the sharpness of the foreground. Maybe you
could try a grad filter in post to reduce the exposure
in the bright sky. I love long exposures. Well shot.

Photographer: ESTHER IGLICH
Country: USA

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL

I really enjoy the pictures and comments I've read so far.
Till I went on tour of China recently I very rarely took night
shots or shots of people. Since I don't take a tripod on
trips, I thought it wouldn't be worth it to try to take longer
exposures handheld. But China was filled with beautiful lit
cityscapes so I took many pano shots (in this case on a
moving boat) and though it required some post processing
(exposure) I now will continue to take such shots in the
future. I love taking shots on trips as when I return and
edit them I can recall the experience all over again. I know
it isn't as sharp as it should be but I still like it.

Such a nice composition Esther and a great
capture, especially hand held. beautiful colors
too. One "trick" you can use without a tripod is
placing the camera on a stable surface and use
the camera timer. It means that you don't
touch the camera when it takes the picture, so
long exposures are enabled.

Photographer: EUGENE BRANNAN
Country: USA
iPad Pro
f/ 1.8 1/ 75sec ISO64 | 3mm

Landscapes are awesome, portraits are great, but
for me, I've always enjoyed photographing the small
things. Objects or scenes that are often overlooked
and never enjoyed. It's much like life, we rush, we go,
we've got to get as much done as possible, and I fall
prey to this as do others. But taking the time to
slow down and focus on the small things, the things
we take for granted, the often overlooked mundane
things, has helped me to appreciate my place in life,
and fuels my desire and efforts to create works that
make us stop, think, meditate and appreciate all of
life around us! It's almost winter in the Northern
Hemisphere, trees are losing if not bare of their
leaves for the winter, thus creating a carpet of
wonderful textures and shapes on the forest floor or
even in our own backyard. This photo of fallen
autumn leaves was photographed with my iPad Pro.
I was challenging myself by limiting my options with
a different type of camera/ lens combination. The
resulting image was sharp, but lacked depth, so in
post processing, (Lightroom) I created a mask that
allowed me to blur everything except the one central
leaf in the image. This created the effect of isolating
the single leaf, making it appear to almost hover
above all of the other leaves underneath it.

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
Hi Eugene, This is such an eye- catching,
beautiful shot. This is the kind of
photography I love so I zoned in on your
image immediately. So clever to do what
you did in Lightroom. I can see I need a
lesson on how that's done as I would have
sworn you photographed this with more
than an iPad camera, as good as they are
nowadays. Well done.

Photographer: KAREN PADILLA
Country: USA
When I think about all I did this past year, I'm amazed. Spending most of February in India for the Year of the Woman on an all
female tour, I took my camera with only the kit lens. Having been in South Africa on the first leg of this journey, I sent my zoom
lens and tripod home with a friend that wasn't going on to India. I had to go with as little baggage as possible. We arrived while
it was still dark and went in as the sun was rising. Without a tripod was tricky but I loved this view. I don't always want to take
photos using the rule of thirds and this one is cheating a little. One thing I learned this year is to take the photos I want to take
and how I want to take them. Life is way too short not to do it the way you want to. While the Taj is a beautiful place, there is a
toxic atmosphere surrounding it. I'm glad I saw it but I wonder how long it will last with the current pollution all around it. There
is evidence that it is being affected already. Sad that the love monument to a warrior princess by her husband would not be
protected for eternity.

Photographer: KATHY POTTER
Country: USA
1/ 500sec ISO5000

This summer I attended floral photography
workshop and one thing I learned was to "see".
Look past the obvious. These vines were part of a
beautiful floral plant, we were all taking photos of
the flowers and the instructor pointed out how the
curlicues. Another thing we learned was to take our
time, look at the flowers from all different
directions. Don't shoot and go but instead, stop and
really see. The lens I used was a lensbaby.

Feedback: ESTHER IGLICH
Country: USA
Great image. I love the composition. I often don't
make the time to view the subject past the obvious
and certainly miss great shots like this.

Photographer: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
f/ 6.3 1/ 200sec ISO100 | 116mm

Bootcamp has already been a huge source of
encouragement to me and I have to say it's inspiring
to hear from Brent with the masterclasses (re taking
of photos as well as post-processing) and to see what
everyone produces through the challenges. I
sometimes struggle to get myself up and going out
the door but it seems that a month after a given
challenge is over, I suddenly want to take photos
pertaining to that. I think I am shell-shocked into
inactivity half the time and I am still taking FAR too
many snapshots. I still need to slow down, and
actually do all the lessons I've learned here, instead of
being so nervous. So what have I learned? I just have
to look back a year or two and see that there is a
definite change for the better in my photos in terms
of lighting, focus, control over focal length, when I
want blur or clarity. Also been getting to grips with a
very much more complex camera than I had in the
past but loving it nevertheless. I struggle endlessly
with low light subjects. eg in the bush I saw a leopard
under a tree in the shade, needed the long lens,
ramped up the shutter speed accordingly, used the EC
to help but still had to increase exposure in post
processing. I'm sure this is basic stuff that I still
struggle with but surely will get there. Just want to
wish everyone a wonderful Christmas holiday season
and New Year. Brent, Thank you for sharing so much
with us.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Hi Laura, this is a lovely photo of a leopard . I tried
to make an imaginary crop of the photo by covering
1/ 4 of the photo from both sides and zooming in.
What you get is a portrait orientation of an
"enlarged" image of the animal's head nicely framed
by the tree trunks with its eye in the upper thirds
line. Just a suggestion. The image is already
beautiful as is. Well done!

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ- SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Been thinking about Brent's new challenge for
several days- - where do I start? How do I capture the
events and learning of the past year? It will
definitely take several images, and here is the first
one- - a set of painted shells someone left on the
bench by our beach one evening. They represent the
way I try to be in life and inspire me, very much like
the friends I have made here in Boot Camp over the
past two years. Through the monthly challenges and
your comments and suggestions for how to
enhance my photos, I have learned to be a more
confident photographer, to trust in my vision and to
be creative with editing. Thank you all for being a
part of my life. I took the photo with my IPhone (had
it at the beach that day) and edited it for Leading
Lines. Original and edited versions posted here.

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
Nice colorful image Leila and I like the contrast
between the smooth and shining shells and the gray
rough wood. The light is beautiful too. The messages
can be an inspiration for us all, even so it is more
difficult than it should to follow them.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Beautiful framing Nick and nice leading lines
too. Happy holidays to you and your family!

Photographer: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA
I've never been good at this sort of navel gazing, hence my reluctance to post until now - that and the fact that we have
just finished a kitchen renovation which seemed to suck all of one's available time. I think I learn a lesson every time I
view a photo that I like. I like to look at what you good people have shared with the camp and analyse what it is about
the photo that I like. I also tend to determine what it is that I don't like. I don't often share these dislikes as they are,
more often than not, subjective. I also find that I learn from the individual comments on the posted photos. (though not
on mine as mine are perfect! lol). The group takes me out of my comfort zone and has made me raise my bar as I am
very reluctant to post anything that doesn't meet the high standards I see every day in the group. BootCamp has also
made me try new things, focus stacking being one of them. I'm also wanting to do mare macro. and try a bit of water
drop photography (All Romy's fault! ) I also need to spend more time with Affinity Photo - I'm about to embark on
working my way through their manual/ guide/ tutorial book. This (edited) photo of my son I took mid 2016. I posted it
during one of the challenges last year and the feedback was that the upper left corner was distracting - grassed area
sloped down from the flagpole, revealing a billboard etc. I hadn't changed it because to me the photo was a record of
my son competing and thus sacrosanct. The feedback enabled me to get past that roadblock and realise such photos
can be made to look better and are better for it. The sloping grassed area has no impact on the subject and actually
detracted from the point of interest. I look forward to meeting you all again on these pages in the New Year ... and
many thanks for your constructive comments this year!

Photographer: PAUL LOMBARD
Country: USA
I retired in 2018 and put some of my newfound
time toward photography, trying to advance
from "taking pictures" to "capturing moments".
The Boot Camp and classes have been a great
inspiration, and I thank my fellow members for
your comments and support. I've learned a ton.
Taking time to plan the shot in a way that helps
impart emotion and tell a story has been my
biggest learning this year, along with
simplifying. My wife and my "happy place" is
Saint John, US Virgin Islands. We've gone there
each year for 8 of the past 10 years. At one of
the out- of- the- way beaches, there is an
abandoned sugar mill. I've taken past shots
from the inside, but took extra time this year
and ended up looking through the building, into
the clear turquoise Caribbean.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Really like the frame within the frame image
here PT. Love those textures around the
foreground frame too. I really think this image
would have a lot more impact if you were black
and white - I think that blue from the sky
distracts from all those textures and shapes.
Well done.

Photographer: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
f/ 4 1/ 400sec ISO100 | 17mm

This is a picture I took while in Manchester, Vermont in
August. It is at a rock quarry that has been converted
into a swimming hole. To me what it represents is
facing your fears, pushing through your resistance, and
jumping in 100%. We all like to stay in our comfort
zone, but Brent challenged us to do projects that we
weren't familiar with and put photos out there to be
critiqued. Quite unnerving. I commend all of you for all
of your efforts and sticking your neck out of the "turtle
shell" of security. Thank you, Brent for guiding us so
that we all can take that "leap of faith".

Feedback: ROHN SHEARER
Country: USA
Great capture Peter! It reminds me of some
cliff diving I did as a kid. Not sure I'd be that
brave anymore, I'd way rather be the one
with the camera now! ! :- )

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: USA
f/ 8 1/ 250sec ISO200 | 60mm

One of my lessons learned is to slow down and look
for the photo. We visited a sunflower farm the other
week - well it was actually a turf farm that had
planted a patch of sunflowers which helps condition
the soil. They opened this area to the public for photos
and to buy sunflowers. While there were plenty of
sunflowers to pick and to have photos of people in
amongst the sunflowers (and there were quite a few
of those taken) there was not an endless field of
sunflowers to get that "carpeting the landscape" type
shot that I had in my head prior to arriving. There were
trees, turf, people and other things around the patch
of sunflowers. Also, the session was only open for a
few hours late one afternoon. This meant that the sun
was behind the sunflowers which faced the morning
sun. So I walked around, looking for a position to fill
the frame with sunflowers, considered composition,
different camera heights, and the light which was
coming from behind the flowers. This final shot was
taken kneeling down. In post I lifted the shadows in
the centre of the sunflower because it was a bit dark
from being backlit.

Feedback: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
Rodney, great picture with those repeating flowers in
the background. Nice blurred not too distracting
background. Nice colours. Good composition. Good job.

Photographer: ROHN SHEARER
Country: USA
f/ 32 1/ 100sec ISO1600 | 90mm

I think one of the biggest lessons I have
learned recently is not photography related,
but photography plays a big role in it. The last
year & half has been very tough on our family.
My wife's parents went from relatively
healthy in their mid 80s, to her father has
passed away & her mother is in a memory
care unit & does not know anyone. I have
found that for my own mental health, I need
to spend time on a regular basis being
creative. My happy place has been in the
woods, or a garden, or our yard with my
camera. This photo is from one of my
favourite state parks that I have been
frequenting. A couple years ago, I likely would
have walked right past these & not even
noticed them.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Well spotted Rohn. isn't it great when we
"see"! ! I totally agree with you that taking
time out to be creative and nurture our
mental health is so, so important. Well done.
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